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Introduction
This week we highlight the effect of moving to Level 2
on consumers and businesses.
Our previous reports can be accessed here:
i.

Fast-forward or Rewind
We sought to understand people's behaviour
through three societal lenses: New Essentials; New
Me; and New Systems.

ii.

Deconstructing the new normal
Our second report highlighted the changes
we experienced with the lessening of restrictions in
Level 3.

SURVEY TIMELINE:

Methodology

Fri 27-Mar
Lockdown begins

Week 1: w/c 6-Apr
Week 2: w/c 13-Apr

A 12-week online survey to identify future consumer
needs and behaviours emerging in the market.
•
•
•

Sample Size: 400
Frequency: Weekly
Target Audience: NZ 18+
(demographically representative)

This report includes data from our weekly COVID
tracker as well external industry sources and global
case study references.

REPORT ONE | 6 APR – 17 APR

Week 3: w/c 20-Apr
1st

20-Apr
week in level 3

Week 4: w/c 27-Apr
Week 5: w/c 4-May

12-May
1st week in level 2

Week 6: w/c 11-May
Week 7:w/c 18-May
Week 8: w/c 25-May
Week 9: w/c 1-Jun
Week 10: w/c 8-Jun

We would like to thank NZME for their support in
commissioning this report.

REPORT TWO | 20 APR – 1 MAY

Week 11: w/c 15-Jun
Week 12: w/c 22-Jun

REPORT THREE | 25 MAY - CURRENT

Don’t get
caught in a
COVID lag.
In the last week since returning to Level 2, the focus and
conversation has moved from managing a public health
crisis to now rescuing the stalled economy and rebuilding
for growth over the longer-term.
Behaviours are now relaxing and old habits re-emerging
quickly. People want to get back to face-to-face living.
The danger is that your brand and business remains flatfooted, focused on reassurance and health measures
rather than meeting people's changing needs and
accommodating new expectations – as well as the old
ones returning.

Where are
we now?

Where are we now?

WHAT ARE THE TOP THREE THINGS YOU
NEED RIGHT NOW?

Embracing freedom

30%

Level 2 has seen the majority of New Zealanders return
to their pre-lock down routines. The fear of and anxiety
about catching the virus is dissipating, replaced by a
need to make the most of this newfound freedom.

REASSURANCE

FREEDOM 22%

The need for fun, companionship and freedom, has risen
while the need for reassurance continues to decline.

40%

are in recovery

4%

28%
24%
20%

FUN

17%

COMPANIONSHIP

12%

27%

16%

DISTRACTION

9%

16%

20%
18%

9%
7%

(agree)

‘I’m back to my
routine from before’

21%

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Where are we now?

No more hand
holding required
During a time of crisis, understandably our need
for support and empathy becomes greatly increased. But
we believe the data shows that this time is fast ending.
Help with managing the bubble or the cocoon deep in
Lockdown is giving way to the need for assistance with
the very real needs facing households across the country.
Beware 'care-washing' and perpetuating hollow
statements about 'tough times' and 'being in it together'.
Our collective action to confront the health crisis is now in
tension with our own economic needs as individuals,
families and households.

TOP THINGS I NEED DURING COVID-19
CHANGE FROM LEVEL
4 TO LEVEL 2

Reassurance
Leadership
Information
Overall percentage decline

Q: Thinking about how you are currently feeling about
the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, what are the top
three things you need right now?

25%
20%
17%

+26% increase

Where are we now?

Worried for my livelihood
“I'm more worried about a recession
than the virus”

Our main concern is
how we survive a
recession
Despite some initial indulgences to mark the end of Level
3 (for example an increase in spend on dining out) we are
seeing a much more conservative outlook when it comes
to spending. Most respondents expect to save any money
they receive from travel refunds and 57% plan on setting
a new household budget and savings plan. Spend is
turning 'inwards' as outgoings are assessed and reviewed.

WHAT DO YOU PROPOSE TO DO
WITH ANY TRAVEL REFUNDS ?
40%
34%
31%
31%

35%
30%
25%

21%

20%
15%

17%
16%

14%13%14%

10%

7%

5%

5%

8%

6%

7% 7%

8%
5%

3% 3%

4%

5%

0%
Pay off some
personal debt e.g.
credit card or loan
etc.

Pay off my
mortgage

Just save the
money

wk 5
Q: Over the outbreak and the disruption that's followed
we're all feeling a range of emotions.We'd like to
understand which of the following best describes how you
are feeling right now:

Put it towards
travel within New
Zealand
wk 6

wk 7

Put it towards
improving or
decorating my
home

Spend it on
getting a new or
used car

Spend more on
groceries each
week

Where are we now?

Uncertainty is
eating away at
our confidence
The release of the 2020 budget (which included a $50
billion recovery package) was the single biggest
spending package in New Zealand's history. However,
the Government still expects unemployment to reach
9.8% in September.
Despite these initiatives, the majority of New
Zealanders are only 'somewhat confident' about
our ability to navigate the recession. The extreme
uncertainty ahead is clearly inhibiting feelings of
confidence.

HOW CONFIDENT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT NZ BEING
ABLE TO MANAGE THE ECONOMIC FALL-OUT
FROM THE VIRUS?
VERY
CONFIDENT

SOMEWHAT
CONFIDENT

22%

23%

52%

SOMEWHAT
UNCONFIDENT

VERY
UNCONFIDENT

21%

5%

of New Zealanders now say that the
impact of Covid-19 on the economy is
their biggest concern
Kantar, 18-May (press release)

WHAT ARE WE SPENDING OUR MONEY ON?
(Biggest increases)

Where are we now?

A reduction in
non-essential
spending
reflects this

MORE MONEY

LESS MONEY

25% - home improvement

31% - dining out

24% - travel

30% - luxury goods

22% - gardening

30% - travel

21% - dining out

29% - a new car

18% - groceries

27% - out of home ent.

We can expect a significant drop in people’s willingness
to spend on luxury and non-essential items as money
starts to get tight. Beyond the obvious luxuries, this
also includes new cars, dining out, out of home
entertainment.
Money will be redirected to a focus on home-based
activities: home improvements, gardening and
groceries.
Of course there are always two sides to the coin – as
the data points opposite suggest. A more secure,
select group who will be less impacted by the recession
will spend more on dining out and travel (when they
can).

SET A NEW HOUSEHOLD BUDGET &
SAVINGS PLAN

REVIEW PREVIOUS SPENDING HABITS
80%
70%

70%

70%

60%

62%

60%

50%

50%

30%

30%

43%

30%
20%

20%

10%

10%
0%

51%

40%

38%

40%

57%
49%

0%

Yes

No
Level 3

Level 2

Yes

No
Level 3

Level 2

COVID

From #weareinthistogether

RECESSION

To self-protection for
myself, my family and
my business.

The survival of your organisation may hinge on its ability to navigate the
impending economic storm. Businesses will have to prepare for tough times
and an unpredictable landscape.

Surviving a
recession

Playing the long game

Recognise that this is predicted to be longer with further-reaching
consequences than the GFC.

Tough strategic decisions

It won’t be easy – you will need to make some tough strategic decisions.
As you review your business and marketing strategy you will need to make
sacrifices.

Learn from previous recessions

Disruption always presents opportunities for those alert to spotting them
and quick enough to act on them.

What’s at stake for the marketing industry?

A potential $1 trillion
loss in brand value.

An assessment from Brand Finance on the impact of
COVID-19 on enterprise value (through global stock
markets) tells a frightening story.
They grouped industries into three categories based on
the severity of brand value loss observed from 1st
January to the 18th March 2020.
“Cumulatively, the world's most valuable brands across
all categories lost up to $1 trillion in brand value.”

Source:
David Haigh
CEO, Brand Finance

A guide to
navigating a
recession

1.

2.

INVEST IN
MARKETING
(IF YOU CAN)

EMBRACE OTHER
SURROGATES FOR
REACH AND
AWARENESS

3.

4.

UNDERSTAND THE
TAILWINDS OF
CHANGE

DIGITISE YOUR
BUSINESS FAST

1.
Invest in marketing
(if you can)
“Companies that increase marketing spend in a
recession recover three times fast in ‘normal’
times” - Tony Hillier, PIMS database
All evidence supports that brand’s that spend to maintain their
visibility in market will emerge stronger and reap the rewards over
the long term. However, this can be a purely academic debate for
some where budgets have been slashed and supply chains
disrupted.
For those that can, consider how you maximise the outcome of
your investment. For those that can’t, look to the other options
covered in this report.

THE CHECKLIST:
The 60:40 brand and activation ratio is
out the window for some categories.
Adapt this if you need to.
There is value to be had in the media
ecosystem, now’s your chance to increase
your salience vs. your competitors.
Everyone is over COVID messages, move
on if you haven’t already.

1.

INVEST IN MARKETING
(IF YOU CAN)

Brand and activation ratios

Adapting your
60:40 strategy
We support the views of Peter Field, one of the
world's leading analysts of marketing effectiveness,
that those in the least affected sectors should
maintain the 60:40 balance for Brand and Activation
through this time (based on product availability).
But that may not be the best course of action for
those in more profoundly affected sectors. The ratio
will need to be calibrated differently to ensure
shorter-term sales are maximised and the business
continues to generate sufficient revenues to survive
the recession.

Limited impact
-0%

Moderate impact
-1-10%

High impact
-20%

Household products
Utilities
Telecommunication
Food
Pharma
Cosmetics and personal care
Real estate
Soft Drinks
Tech
Healthcare
Exchanges
Auto
Car Rental services
Logistics
Tobacco
Mining, Iron & Steel

Commercial services
Spirits
Media
Engineering and Construction

Auto components
Airlines
Chemicals
Restaurants
Tires
Insurance
IT services
Leisure & Tourism

Aerospace
Defence
Apparel
Hotels
Oil & Gas
Airports
Retail

Source: https://www.warc.com/content/article/WARCExclusive/Holding_on_to_longterm_brand_value_during_recessions/132382

1.

INVEST IN MARKETING
(IF YOU CAN)

Brand and activation ratios

But for those hit
the hardest act like
a start-up
For those in the most impacted sectors it may be better to
change tack and act like a start-up. Give thought to how
you can launch new products or reframe existing products
to meet new needs.
New products respond quickly to activation. Marry your
brand messages with strong calls to action and give people
clear reasons to shop your brand.
Blend offers with information on why they should buy, what
they can buy and how they can buy. And ensure your brand
and activation ratio matches your ‘start-up’ strategy.

“New products are unusually responsive
to advertising; it may only take a little
nudge to get people back to buying your
brand.” - The IPA database

1.

INVEST IN MARKETING
(IF YOU CAN)

In New Zealand

- 41%

Media deflation

in ad spend in April

There is value to
be had in the
media market
At time where people are consuming more media than
pre-COVID, advertising demand is dropping through
the floor. The result is deflation.

Source: SMI, April 2020

GLOBAL, FORECAST MEDIA INFLATION
Year on year % change in CPM

10%
6.70%
5%
1.30%

Now is a time when you can get more bang for your
buck. And as a result gain market share through a
higher share of voice. Particularly if your competitors
pull back.

0%

7.10%
5.20%

4%

2.30%

0.30%

-5%

-4.60%

0.60%

0.50%

-5.90%

-10%

-9.00%
-11.80%

-15%

-17%

-20%

Digital video

Digital display

OOH
Pre-outbreak forecast

Source: ECI Media Management Inflation Report 2020 - Coronavirus Update

TV

Radio
COVID-19 update

Newspapers

Magazines

1.

INVEST IN MARKETING
(IF YOU CAN)

Move on from COVID messages

Deliver value not
platitudes

61% (agree)

I expect brands to be back
to advertising like normal
now that we are in level 2

49% (agree)
I am tired of seeing
COVID advertising
messages

The beginning of lockdown saw a surge of brands
releasing new “Covid” themed ads that followed a very
generic formula
- Tell the audience that we care, deeply
- Showcase our people are ready to help
- Say ”We’re all in this together”
Research out of Kantar UK, suggests that states that
people are bored with generic, indistinctive ads that
don’t have anything new or specific to communicate.
Brand leadership is about being distinctive and
communicating genuine value not adding to
the oversupply of tea and sympathy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vM3J9jDoaTA&feature=emb_logo

2.
Embrace ‘surrogates’
for reach and saliency
Not all businesses can afford to maintain paid advertising
budgets to stimulate or tap into consumer demand.
But that doesn't mean the battle for mental availability is
lost.
When you can't get this through spend, you'll need to get
creative and exploit other opportunities to get noticed and
talked about in distinctive and relevant ways.

THE CHECKLIST:
Be talked about; what can you create or
offer to meet needs in a way people will
talk about?

How will you maximise every owned
channel – packaging, social media,
website, eDMs and PR?

How can your CX surprise, reward and
delight customers?

2.

EMBRACING
SURROGATES FOR
REACH AND SALIENCY

Creating talkability

Become talked
about
The change brought on by Covid-19 offers a unique
opportunity for marketers to look at their category
and competitors with fresh perspective and disrupt
established norms to work in their favour.
In a recession adopting a challenger mindset can
work wonders in helping brands stand out and stay
visible on a limited budget.
There are two strategies that brands can apply to
facilitate this:
-

Through innovative creativity
Through clever partnerships

THINKING ABOUT INNOVATIVE
CREATIVITY?
Here are some things to consider…
What news
topics, behaveiours or trends
can you react to
as a brand?

How can you
develop ideas that
drive shopping and
footfall for your
business or retail
network?

Do you have
existing niche
products that could
create a halo and
generate interest?

THINKING ABOUT CLEVER
PARTNERSHIPS?
Here are some things to consider…
New loyalty
programme
partners

Collaborating
with a small
local business

The role of
brand
ambassadors/
influencers

2.

EMBRACING
SURROGATES FOR
REACH AND SALIENCY

Creating talkability

Be talked about
INNOVATIVE CREATIVITY:

Burger King tests funny
giant crowns in Germany
to ensure social distancing

A 'Love Is Quarantine'
dating app that replicates
the setting to the popular
show Love is Blind where
users go on ‘blind dates’
and speak to each other
without showing their
physical appearance.

CLEVER PARTNERSHIPS:

Häagen-Dazs partners with
storytelling company Secret
Cinema to launch weekly homeentertainment series

Budweiser, Rémy Martin,
Carlsberg and Pernod Ricard
launch partnership with
JD.com for virtual clubbing
sessions

2.

EMBRACING
SURROGATES FOR
REACH AND SALIENCY

Maximising owned channels

Work your owned
assets hard

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MEDIA HAVE YOU STARTED
CONSUMING, OR ARE CONSUMING MORE OF, SINCE THE
BEGINNING OF THE OUTBREAK?
[Week ending 15th May]
44%

44%

There has been a dramatic increase in the time people are
spending online. Particularly within social media and
YouTube.
What plans do you have to use this increased audience across
every media channel that you own? They may well represent
one of your greatest opportunities to connect with both
existing and new customers at a time when budgets are
restrained.
•
•
•
•

Your website – is it time rethink that stock imagery?
Your social channels - are you interesting or just filler?
Your youtube page - do your videos win the first 5
seconds?
Your packaging - does it reinforce brand codes and
memory structures?

7%

6%

Social Media

Online videos e.g. YouTube
Less

More

2.

EMBRACING
SURROGATES FOR
REACH AND SALIENCY

Move on from COVID messages

Trial is rampant.
Ensure your
experience
impresses.
38%

Have tried or
purchased a new
product or service
during the last 8
weeks

59%
Were generally
ambivalent
towards their
experience

IF YOU DID TRY OR
PURCHASE A NEW
PRODUCT OR SERVICE,
WAS THE EXPERIENCE
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE?

70%
59%

60%
50%
40%
30%
21%
20%

13%

10%

4%

3%

Somewhat
Negative

Very Negative

0%
Very Positive

Somewhat
Positive

Neither

Research indicates that the psychology of a crisis is akin to that of major life events that
we experience. Purchase repertoires shift as behaviours are upended, existing habits
disrupted, and new products and services come into consideration.
Brands should remember the ‘peak-end rule’: that humans form their perceptions of
experiences based on the most intense peak of their experience and the last moment of
the experience.
Ensuring both are positive will create a lasting emotional memory that ensures your
brand is primed to win the battle for purchase and re-purchase. Our data suggest that
customers' experiences of new products have been largely ambivalent – perhaps a
missed opportunity?

3.
Understand and tap
into the tailwinds of
change
In our previous reports we identified how COVID has
changed the way we behave. Some of these shifts are short
term, and some are here to stay. Understanding these
tailwinds and determining how your business and brand can
deliver to these new consumer needs has the potential to
set you apart from your competitors.

THE CHECKLIST:
Supporting local business, domestic
tourism and on the national economy (vs.
global)

Explore ways to reframe value. Don't just
rely on price but consider value adds, new
propositions and CX to defend margin

3.

UNDERSTANDING THE
TAILWINDS OF CHANGE

Understand the tailwinds of change

Supporting local
We are seeing an increasing trend to eat New
Zealand made, support more local food sources
and domestic tourism.
Global platforms such as Facebook and Spotify
are also updating their platform functionality to
allow users to show their support for local
businesses.
As indicated in our first report, demonstrating
citizenship is vital in times of crisis and focusing on
local efforts is one way of doing that. Don't just say
you're a Kiwi or you've been around a long-time,
demonstrate your solidarity and commitment to
help your customers.

Instagram Support Small Business
has introduced a new Support Small Business
sticker on Instagram or #SupportSmallBusiness
hashtag in Facebook as a way for users to promote
their favourite local businesses— any posts using
the sticker will be added to a shared Instagram
story highlighting similar posts from all the accounts
you follow.

Spotify

A new app feature in Spotify allows listeners
to donate via the "Artist Fundraising Pick"
feature, with the artist choosing whether to
direct the proceeds to GoFundMe or
themselves through Cash App or PayPal,

Waiheke Tourism
A world apart, not a world away’ is
the new tourism focused campaign
created by the Waiheke Island
Tourism Forum to show people
Waiheke island is ready and waiting
to welcome you back.

3.

UNDERSTANDING THE
TAILWINDS OF CHANGE

Understand the tailwinds of change

Reframing value
We have seen concerns over financial hardship increase
significantly over the last weeks. With consumers reverting
to what has been called 'value hunting', actively seeking
out ways to save more and budget, finding value
becomes a key purchase driver when shopping.
While most brands default to discounting to appeal to
value seeker, continually resorting to this tactic has a
negative impact on brand equity and can be a race to the
bottom on margins.
Ways to reframe value:
•
Bundling: Remember the old Feed 4 for $15 from
Countdown? A great why to deliver value to
customers during hard times
•
Value through experience: easy, simplicity and
removal of friction
•
Alternative payment options and plans
•
Value based on certainty of costs (not reduction)
•
Benefits such as reliability and durability

Farro
Farro a traditionally gourmet
supermarket embracing the
‘value-seeker’ sentiment by
highlighting their frozen range.

72%

Ruby Sewing Class
Ruby a premium fashion brand has
introduced sewing kits and classes,
allowing their customers to stay on
trend while on a budget and also pick
up a new skill

Expect brands to discount/
offer more value at this time

4.
If you haven’t already,
digitise your business
Lockdown abruptly shifted the way we worked, entertained
ourselves and connected with those outside of our bubble
into the virtual world. The number of hours we spent in front
of our screens increased dramatically.
Businesses who could not connect via digital platforms
were adversely impacted versus those that could and did.

Who led the digital transformation of your company?

A: CEO
B: CTO
C: COVID-19

THE CHECKLIST:
If people can’t interact or buy from you
online, change that fast. It’s now a base
expectation.

Think beyond transacting. Digital
transformation should be business-wide.

4.

DIGITISE YOUR
BUSINESS

Digitise your business

WHAT NEW SERVICE OR PRODUCT DID YOU
TRIAL FOR THE FIRST-TIME DURING LOCKDOWN?

Be virtually
accessible
We’ve highlighted this change in previous reports
but it’s one of the most important shifts for
businesses we’ve seen during COVID. And it’s here
to stay. Despite being in Level 2 and now being
able to see a small group of friends and family face
to face, we still see over a third of people
connecting with friends and family via virtual
channels such as Zoom, Teams and Facetime to
name a few.
Online shopping has been accelerated. A third have
shopped more online and intend to keep doing this
as they found it an easy and enjoyable experience.

AGREE

DISAGREE

I am shopping more online

38%

35%

I intend to keep shopping more
online when all level restrictions are
lifted

35%

30%

I have found shopping online easy
and enjoyable

45%

21%

4.

DIGITISE YOUR
BUSINESS

Digitise your business

Understand where
the greatest value
is across all aspects
of your business
A recent McKinsey report highlighted areas that are
crucial in determining your digital transformation
•

An actionable roadmap based on customer needs
that reflect the shifts we have seen through
COVID

•

An agile operating model to enables you to move
faster for both your customers, your suppliers and
your team

•

A talent strategy that aligned to your future state

•

The right technology to enable the business

CUSTOMERS
The best
experience

SUPPLIERS
Easy to do
business with

TEAM
A connected
culture

Helping business navigate
uncertain times.
The future is uncertain, as a country we may have successfully squashed COVID-19 but now
we need to contend with the consumer and economic fall out.
Businesses that respond to the challenges and opportunities this situation presents will
recover faster and emerge stronger.
At Dentsu we uniquely blend teams across our brands and capabilities to accelerate
customer growth through our win, keep, and grow approach to business.
We would love to work with you to understand and support you with your business
challenges. Please contact us to discuss a no obligations workshop with some of the
leading talent from across our suite of capability.
We also encourage you to keep up to date with our latest thinking on our COVID-19
content hub - COVERED-19:
Click Here to access COVERED-19

For further information on this study or to
arrange a workshop please contact:
Rachel Anderson-Cormack
Chief Commercial Officer
Dentsu Aegis Network New Zealand

rachel.anderson-cormack@dentsuaegis.com

